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Figure 1: (a) Our particle compression approaches based on the proposed hybrid trees and block-hybrid trees achieve better memory-
quality trade-offs for lossy reconstruction compared to traditional approaches based on k-d trees. (b, c, d) Three approximations of
a detonation simulation dataset, compressed and then decoded with our block-hybrid tree approach (compression ratio k× and
corresponding number of particles, n, given). All three are snapshots of a single progressive decompression process, and all use a
small and constant amount of memory for decoding (only about 50 MB, measured using the maximum number of elements in the
data structures used for tree traversal with 64 bits per element). Rendering is done with OSPRay [74] after a subset of particles of
the original 968M particles is decoded in each case. The original dataset could not be rendered on our machine with 64 GB RAM
(previously rendered using 3 TB RAM [75]).

ABSTRACT

Particle representations are used often in large-scale simulations
and observations, frequently creating datasets containing several
millions of particles or more. Due to their sheer size, such datasets
are difficult to store, transfer, and analyze efficiently. Data com-
pression is a promising solution; however, effective approaches to
compress particle data are lacking and no community-standard and
accepted techniques exist. Current techniques are designed either
to compress small data very well but require high computational
resources when applied to large data, or to work with large data
but without a focus on compression, resulting in low reconstruction
quality per bit stored. In this paper, we present innovations targeting
tree-based particle compression approaches that improve the tradeoff
between high quality and low memory-footprint for compression
and decompression of large particle datasets. Inspired by the lazy
wavelet transform, we introduce a new way of partitioning space,
which allows a low-cost depth-first traversal of a particle hierarchy
to cover the space broadly. We also devise novel data-adaptive traver-
sal orders that significantly reduce reconstruction error compared to
traditional data-agnostic orders such as breadth-first and depth-first
traversals. The new partitioning and traversal schemes are used to
build novel particle hierarchies that can be traversed with asymptoti-
cally constant memory footprint while incurring low reconstruction
error. Our solution to encoding and (lossy) decoding of large particle
data is a flexible block-based hierarchy that supports progressive,
random-access, and error-driven decoding, where error heuristics
can be supplied by the user. Finally, through extensive experimenta-
tion, we demonstrate the efficacy and the flexibility of the proposed
techniques when combined as well as when used independently with
existing approaches on a wide range of scientific particle datasets.

Keywords: particle datasets, data compression, coarse approxima-
tion, progressive decompression, tree traversal, multiresolution
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1 INTRODUCTION

As a common form of data representation, particles are used in multi-
ple scientific applications, such as molecular dynamics and atomistic
simulations [15,23,31,38,49], fluid dynamics simulations [5,67,79],
computational cosmology [19, 24, 60, 66], scanning and imaging of
objects and environments [4, 36, 45], and plasma physics [9]. With
rapid advances in computational capabilities, simulations now can
generate trillions of particles at scale [9, 52, 60]. Although such
large-scale simulations promise immense value for understanding
complex scientific phenomena [14], the reality of relatively poor
scaling of network, memory, and disk bandwidths often limits appro-
priate utilization and analysis of the resulting data, due to its sheer
size. Compression is a promising solution to the problem of ever-
expanding data. However, most compressors in high-performance
computing (HPC) are designed for structured data [42, 70], and no
widely accepted compressors for large-scale scientific particle data
currently exist. Some initial attempts to adapt grid-based compres-
sors for particles [30, 69] have seen limited success, partly because
particle data tend to be much more random and, thus, difficult to
compress. Outside of HPC, techniques designed to compress point
clouds representing scans of objects [37,43,47,63] focus largely on
improving compression ratios, often at the expense of scalability in
performance and memory footprint, making them suitable for only
relatively small data. On the other hand, multiresolution rendering
systems [19,39,58–60,64] that can scale to very large data typically
do not target high-quality compression.

Whereas both approaches have advantages, we note a lack of
techniques that balance the two goals — high compression ratios
together with fast and low-memory-footprint data reconstruction.
Toward bridging this gap, we present novel hierarchy construction
and traversal methods. Our techniques improve on the state-of-the-
art tree-based compression techniques, and achieve, for the first
time, high-quality progressive reconstructions using an asymptoti-
cally constant memory footprint. We focus on compressing particle
positions, since they are needed in almost all applications and, in
many applications, are the only attributes needed.



Scientific particle data are difficult to compress losslessly, since
most are sparse relative to the precision of the particles, i.e., many
lower-precision bits are essentially random. Nevertheless, valuable
trade-offs can be made in the space of lossy compression and pro-
gressive, partial decompression, in which the decompression can
be paused at any point to obtain an approximation, and resumed
to refine such approximations by consuming more bits. This prop-
erty is useful since instead of waiting for a long decompression
process, users can always work with (lossy) reconstructions of data,
at improving quality levels that adapt to the available computational
resources and time. Here, reconstruction quality depends greatly
on the order in which the particle position bits are decoded, which
also affects the costs of keeping a state in memory for resuming
the decompression. Achieving a balance between decoding costs
and reconstruction quality often manifests as a choice between (1)
spatially limited but complete representation of particles and (2)
quantized but uniform coverage of space — or, in a way, between
a depth-first (DT) and a breadth-first traversal (BT) of a particle
hierarchy. We explore this trade-off from the perspectives of both
tree traversal and tree construction.
Contributions. Our specific technical contributions are:
• We present a new mechanism to partition space, the odd-even

splits (Section 3.1), which can be used in conjunction with the
standard k-d splits (i.e., splits that create a k-d tree) to selectively
convert a DT of a subtree into a BT of the corresponding space.

• We propose a particular way of combining odd-even and k-d splits
to create hybrid trees (Section 3.2) that allows a low-memory-
footprint DT to also have the power of BT (high-quality recon-
struction), while being conducive to compression.

• We introduce an adaptive traversal (AT) (Section 4.1) that allows
better dynamic guiding of tree refinement and with respect to a
given error metric; we propose two such metrics by heuristics.

• We combine the strengths of both k-d trees and hybrid trees in
block-hybrid trees (Section 3.3), which can be traversed with
block-adaptive traversal (BAT, 4.2), for improved memory-quality
trade-off and error-guided, spatially progressive refinement with
random access of large, compressed particle data.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We give an overview of the literature on particle data management,
then discuss the method of Devillers and Gandoin [13] (DG), which
serves as a base upon which our technical contributions are built.
Particle hierarchies. One of the most common ways to introduce
structure to a particle dataset – to facilitate compression – is to
impose a spatial hierarchy (a tree) on the particles. Many state-
of-the-art compressors follow this approach, where the tree can
be one of many types, e.g., binary trees [21], quadtrees [62], oc-
trees [2, 6, 20, 27, 39, 43, 47, 50, 55, 61, 63], k-d trees [12, 13], and
bounding-volume hierarchies [59]. A hierarchy helps compression
in two ways. First, the higher position bits are “distributed” into
coarser tree levels and shared among particles in the form of coarse
tree nodes. Thus, in finer nodes, one needs to store only the lower
order bits for the particles within, possibly with truncation [26, 28].
Second, regions with no particles (empty space) are quickly identi-
fied and carved away, further reducing the number of bits needed to
accurately locate particles — a key property that helps both compres-
sion and rendering [60, 75, 76]. An octree where each node stores
the occupancy of its children is by far the most common approach,
and it has been noted [55, 57] that at coarse levels, occupancy-based
octrees are better than the k-d tree used by DG [13], since encoding
the number of particles in child nodes often requires several bits
compared to at most one bit for occupancy. However, here we show
that knowing the number of particles in each node can help drive a
traversal to make better decisions as to where to refine next.
Level-of-detail. Although a tree naturally provides a progressive

coarse-to-fine structure, from which representative particles can be
decoded and viewed [19, 59], some techniques generate levels of
detail through subsampling [21, 27, 58, 64, 71, 78], which requires
no data duplication at coarse levels, and is often faster to compute.
Random subsampling [21, 64, 71] may seem a reasonable choice,
but leads to suboptimal compression because the bounding volumes
for coarse particle subsets are not easily bounded. This is not the
case with our lazy wavelet inspired odd-even subsampling, which
exactly halves the bounding volume at each level. Wavelet-based
downsampling is common for compressing mesh vertices [32,44,73].
When a mesh is not readily available, connectivity can be introduced
by building a graph [11], local graphs [65,77], or a resampled signed
distance field [35] from the particles. Instead, we use a regular grid,
which is simple and fast to compute.

Error-guided tree construction and traversal. Minimizing ap-
proximation error can be cast as a (hierarchical) clustering problem,
where, at each level, particles are clustered and represented with
points chosen to minimize some error metric [18,22,26,27,41,53,54].
More data-adaptive hierarchies reorder child nodes based on their
predicted occupancy [2], or make planes of k-d divisions adaptive to
local variations [12]. The trade-off between quantization (imprecise
particles) error and discretization (low particle count) error has been
studied both in theory [34] and practice [40, 72] for triangle meshes,
where refinement heuristics are given based on geometric distor-
tion measures, including a progressive reconstruction that ranks
octree nodes by a priority value [56]. Our adaptive traversal instead
assumes no connectivity information and works on generic parti-
cle data. For reconstructing point-sampled geometry, DT has been
shown to be memory efficient whereas BT gives better progressive
reconstruction [8]. In fact, BT is by far the more preferred traversal
order in the literature. However, we show that the reconstruction
quality of DT can be vastly improved through our odd-even decom-
position of space. Finally, some studies have focused on task-based
error metrics for point clouds beyond PSNR [6, 16]. Our block-
adaptive traversal also facilitates a user-specified error heuristic at
decoding time independently of how the data are encoded.

Large-scale and out-of-core techniques. Techniques that handle
large data usually organize the data into blocks, so that each block
can be randomly accessed and decoded independently as needed [60,
64]. Multilevel hierarchies that treat subtrees as blocks are also not
uncommon [10,17,19,33], but previous approaches traverse both the
coarse-level tree and the fine-level subtrees (blocks) using BT, which
restricts the traversal to a single progressive order, where blocks
are traversed one by one with potential memory reuse in between.
In contrast, by using DT within the blocks, our block-hybrid trees
allow for simultaneous, independent, and progressive decoding of
all blocks (i.e., not one block at a time). This approach provides
excellent computational gains because the DT puts a hard bound on
the memory footprint of traversal.

Standard k-d tree coder. The DG’s k-d-tree-based coder [13] (im-
plemented in Google’s Draco [1]) has competitive compression
ratios while being very fast and general. This method constructs
a k-d tree where each node stores the number of particles, n, en-
capsulated by a bounding box, B. A given node (B,n) is split into
two children (B1,n1) and (B2,n2), with B1 and B2 formed by split-
ting B exactly in the middle along one of the dimensions, and n1
and n2 being the numbers of particles bound by B1 and B2. By
construction, only n1 needs to be encoded at each node, since n2,
B1, and B2 can be inferred. Furthermore, n1 can be encoded using
approximately log2 (n+1) bits (since 0≤ n1 ≤ n), which becomes
smaller toward the leaf level (n decreases). The tree can be implicitly
built, traversed, and encoded at the same time, by having the encoder
partition an array of particles in-place, following a certain traversal
order, which the decoder also follows. In this paper, the term k-d
tree always refers to a tree constructed with this method.



3 TREE CONSTRUCTION

Most tree-based compression techniques work by encoding tree
nodes that implicitly give quantized particle positions, having both
the encoder and decoder follow the same traversal order. When
run to completion, all tree nodes are visited (in different orders
depending on the traversal strategy). Large trees, however, are often
only partially decoded to support the task at hand. Algorithm 1
gives a general template for a decoder that can be stopped at any
point to produce an approximation to the original particles. The
inputs include the total number of particles n0, an initial bounding
box B0, and a bitstream Bs storing the encoded bits. A data structure
C, supporting PUSH and POP operations (e.g., a stack or queue),
keeps track of nodes at the traversal front. In each iteration, a node
(B,n) is popped from C, and a callback is invoked. If the node is a
leaf (as determined by ISLEAF on line 8), a LEAFCALLBACK (line
9) can append B (now a single point) to a list of output particles. If
the node is an inner node, an INNERCALLBACK (line 12) can be
used to reconstruct the tree in memory, although this is not needed
for decoding. For inner nodes, n1 (the number of particles in the
left child) is decoded from Bs using the knowledge of n (line 14). B
is then split into two halves using a SPLIT procedure (line 16); the
resulting two children nodes (B1,n1) and (B2,n2) are pushed back
into C, and the process continues until either C is empty or when
DONE(Bs) is true (e.g., when enough bits have been read).

When data is reconstructed approximately, the shape of the tree
can profoundly affect the quality of reconstruction. For example, on
a traditional k-d tree constructed with the typical k-d split, which
splits a node along a certain dimension (one of x,y,z in 3D), BT
often gives coarse representations of the whole space whereas DT
reconstructs a spatial region perfectly but completely misses the rest.
A k-d split thus offers two contrasting choices: high-cost and coarse
reconstructions for both children (with BT), or low-cost and perfect
reconstruction for one child but none of the other (with DT). Cost
mostly means memory footprint, but a high memory footprint often
translates to lower cache utilization and accordingly lower speed.
To alleviate this problem, we introduce new ways of constructing a
hierarchy that is better suited for a DT than a k-d tree, by allowing
the SPLIT procedure on line 16 to be either a regular k-d or an
odd-even split, which we describe next.

Algorithm 1 Generic traversal framework for a tree-based decoder

Require: n0 particles in bounding box B0, bitstream Bs, node con-
tainer C (e.g., stack, queue), stopping criteria DONE, leaf criteria
ISLEAF, callbacks LEAFCALLBACK, and INNERCALLBACK

1: function DECODETREE
2: C.PUSH((B0,n0)) . push the node (B0,n0) into C
3: while not DONE(Bs) and not C.ISEMPTY do
4: (B,n)←C.POP
5: if n = 0 then
6: continue
7: end if
8: if ISLEAF(B,n) then
9: LEAFCALLBACK(B,n) . callback for leaf nodes

10: continue
11: else
12: INNERCALLBACK(B,n) . callback for inner nodes
13: end if
14: n1← DECODE(n, Bs) . particles in the left child
15: n2← n−n1 . particles in the right child
16: B1,B2← SPLIT(B) . left and right bounding boxes
17: C.PUSH((B1,n1))
18: C.PUSH((B2,n2))
19: end while
20: end function

3.1 Odd-Even Splits
An odd-even split interleaves the child boxes B1 and B2 of a box
B by having each contain many disjoint “slices” instead of being
a whole contiguous region. This scheme is inspired by multires-
olution techniques invented for regular grids, such as hierarchical
indexing [51] and the lazy wavelet transform [68]. To realize the
odd-even splits, we impose (but do not build) a regular grid on top
of the particles by recursively subdividing the bounding box of the
particles in the longest dimension, and stop when every cell contains
at most one particle. This is the same grid as would be implied by a
full k-d tree built over the particles, but here we need the grid dimen-
sions up front before tree construction. To avoid an infinitely large
grid and potential numerical floating-point issues caused by particles
being too close, we first quantize the particle positions if they are
initially expressed in floating point. The full grid, G∗, is associated
with the root node, and all other nodes are associated with a different
subgrid G of G∗ as well as the particle subset contained in G. If G
is of dimensions Gx×Gy×Gz, we index its cells from (0,0,0) to
(Gx−1,Gy−1,Gz−1), with the directions of the three axes fixed
throughout. In between the cells of a node (G,n), there may be cells
of its ancestor or sibling nodes (i.e., G has strides greater than 1), but
we do not consider those for indexing or splitting of G. An odd-even
split decomposes a node (G,n) into two child nodes (Ge,ne) and
(Go,no), such that (Ge,ne) contains the even-indexed grid cells in
G (along the dimension of splitting) along with the ne particles occu-
pying those cells, and (Go,no) contains the odd-indexed cells which
hold the rest of the particles (no = n−ne). When used exclusively
for tree construction, the odd-even splits result in an odd-even tree,
illustrated in Fig. 2 in contrast to a regular k-d tree.

Besides facilitating the odd-even splits, an underlying grid allows
us to effectively encode not only sparse particle sets (relative to
the size of the grid) but also dense ones. Whenever the number of
particles, n, is greater than half the number of cells in G, we can
switch from encoding the number of particles in the left child (n1) to
encoding the number of empty cells in the left child, i.e., |G|/2−n1,
and thus more quickly bound the values to be encoded further down
the tree. In the extreme case where every cell contains a particle,
our method simply stops after encoding the number of particles at
the root node, since the number of empty cells is now 0, whereas
DG [13] keeps refining this dense grid until the individual cells.

Picking either the odd or the even subgrid can also be viewed
as a sampling method. For odd-even sampling, the subgrids Go
and Ge are half the size of G (unlike for random sampling), which
is important for locating the particles using fewer bits. Still, any
subsampling method potentially compromises compression quality.
An odd-even tree, which consists entirely of odd-even splits, is not
conducive to compression since the density of particles for many
datasets is sparse relative to the imposed grid cells (i.e., most grid
cells are empty). In such cases, empty cells are “distributed” into
the odd and even subtrees, effectively increasing the number of tree
nodes to be coded to locate the particles. Instead, a k-d split could
be used to quickly cull away whole empty subtrees. In practice, we
have seen an almost 100% increase in compressed size with odd-
even trees compared to regular k-d trees. We discuss next how to
use both split types to build a hybrid tree that facilitates high-quality
reconstructions with DT and is also conducive to compression.

3.2 Hybrid Trees
To reduce the adverse impact of odd-even splits on compression,
we can restrict the application of odd-even splits to only one type
of child node (left or right). Here, we borrow a technique from
the wavelet literature, where multiresolution decomposition is done
by recursively transforming only the low-pass filtered subband in
every iteration. Similarly for hybrid trees, without loss of generality,
odd-even splits are used recursively only on the left child node, and
k-d splits exclusively on the other. Furthermore, once a k-d split is
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Figure 2: An example dataset with 11 particles (denoted a to k) on a 4×4 grid, from which we build a k-d tree (left) and an odd-even tree consisting
of purely odd-even splits (right). Our odd-even splits partition space by interleaving odd-indexed and even-indexed grid cells at each tree level.
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(a) A hybrid tree with three resolution levels, created with two
odd-even splits (at the root and its left child)
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Figure 3: (a) A hybrid tree created using a particular combination of odd-even splits (with different colored child nodes) and the standard k-d splits
(same colored child nodes). (b) A block-hybrid tree created by exclusive uses of k-d splits at shallow depths and hybrid trees further down. Both
trees are constructed for the same 11-particle in Fig. 2, with additional (conceptual) tree nodes for in-cell refinement bits, shown in gray.

used, subsequent descendant splits are all k-d splits. We also use
the convention that the left child contains the even-indexed cells
of a parent’s grid (i.e., it is (Ge,ne)). From top to bottom, every
odd-even split creates a new, coarser resolution level, which consists
of nodes in the even-indexed subtree. We build a hybrid tree by
applying the odd-even splits for a sequence of exactly R−1 nodes
(on R−1 depth levels) by traversing down the left child R−2 times
from the root, resulting in R resolution levels in total (see Fig. 3a
for an example with R = 3). In practice, R can be automatically set
so that the chain of odd-even splits ends when no particles are left
in the last left child, or when it contains one particle located to full
quantized precision. Constructed this way, the impact of our hybrid
trees on compression is minimal; in the worst case, we have noticed
only a 5% increase in compressed size compared to k-d trees.

By design, a DT on a hybrid tree visits the resolution levels
from coarse to fine (assuming that left children are always visited
first), which now produces not a depth-first walk but a breadth-
first sampling of space, still at the same memory footprint as a
DT on a k-d tree. Although hybrid trees are designed with DT in
mind, they also support BT (see Fig. 6), noting that BT is best used
only within each resolution level and not across resolution levels
(note that nodes at the same depth level may belong to different
resolution levels, see e.g., Fig. 3a). Our proposed hybrid tree is also
only one of the many possible combinations of k-d and odd-even
splits, and perhaps different combinations may be useful for different
purposes. Although hybrid trees with DT work well in providing
a low-cost sampling of space, they still require the encoder and
decoder to follow the same steps, which, if applied to the whole tree,
can hinder task-oriented, random-access, and parallel decoding, all
important when working with large data. We next discuss a solution
for decoupling the encoder and decoder to support all the above.

3.3 Block-Hybrid Trees
Here, we combine k-d splits and odd-even splits across the depth of
the spatial hierarchy to create a block-hybrid tree, which contains
a coarse portion (several k-d splits at the top), a medium portion
(several hybrid trees, or blocks), and a fine portion (refinement bits).
After the coarse and medium portions, no cell of the full grid G∗

contains more than one particle. The inner-cell refinement bits fur-
ther locate individual particles within the respective cells. These bits
are technically also present for the hybrid tree previously described,
but we discuss them here since they are not relevant to odd-even
splitting. We start by building a k-d tree from the top, but only to
a certain depth. The leaves of this coarse k-d tree create multiple
subtrees (blocks); for each leaf, we build a local hybrid tree. Al-
though a k-d tree can also be made block-based, our block-hybrid
tree enables low-cost DT of the blocks by turning each block into
a hybrid tree. Fig. 3b shows an example of how a block-hybrid is
built for our running example with 11 particles in 2D.

At encoding time, the compressed bitstream for the coarse portion
is stored once. The bitstreams for individual blocks are stored and
indexed separately (see Fig. 4) so that at decoding time we can freely
pause and jump to any of them to continue decoding/traversal, which
enables random, parallel access as well as task-oriented decoding.
Unlike the coarse and medium portions, the in-cell refinement bits
are stored verbatim since they are more random and difficult to com-
press. Even though these fine bits can conceptually be considered
part of the tree (as depicted in Fig. 3a), we treat them separately. We
store the fine bits last in a block’s bitstream and in bit plane order
(i.e., BT order), where each bit plane contains one refinement bit
for each particle in the block, in the order that a medium-phase DT
visits the particle. The fine bits are not stored depth-first as linear
chains following respective particles, since a DT on such chains
can have a high coding cost when the input particles are sparse but
specified with high precision (thus, a majority of bits are fine bits),
which is common for scientific data (see e.g., molecule in Fig. 8).

To decode a particle’s position by traversing a tree is to reconstruct
the bits of its quantized integer coordinates. Assuming the coordinate
bits in x,y,z are interleaved into a Morton code, with a k-d tree, the
bits are reconstructed from left to right (MSB to LSB, see Fig. 5).
Indeed, a DT on a k-d tree is well known to correspond to sorting or
indexing the particles by their Morton codes. If we ignore the fine
bits that locate particles within individual cells, a DT on an odd-even
tree corresponds to indexing the particles by their reversed Morton
codes (LSB to MSB), because we use the LSB, which determines
whether a particle is “odd” or “even”, to assign it to a resolution
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Figure 4: A schematic depiction of our block-hybrid tree, with subtrees
colored by resolution level (left). The blocks’ bitstreams are stored
separately to support independent decoding of blocks (right).

level. When its chain of odd-even splits is carried to the end, a
hybrid tree corresponds to Hierarchical-Z (HZ) indexing, proposed
by Pascucci and Frank [51] and generalized by Hoang et al. [25].
In this scheme, the position (from the right) of the least significant
one-bit indicates the particle’s resolution level, and the bits to its
left constitute its index within the level. Finally, a block-hybrid tree
performs HZ indexing but only for the medium portion.

4 TREE TRAVERSAL

Once a tree is constructed, the space of possible traversal strate-
gies contains many valuable trade-offs (e.g., the one between BT
and DT as discussed). We introduce adaptive traversal (AT) and
block-adaptive traversal (BAT), both of which improve qualities of
partial reconstruction by being more adaptive than BT and DT. AT
is primarily designed for k-d trees but works also for hybrid trees,
whereas BAT is specifically designed for block-hybrid trees.

4.1 Adaptive Traversal
Although universally used, both BT and DT are static traversal
orders that do not take into account the actual node values. To
achieve better reconstruction, the traversal should be more adaptive,
i.e., nodes with a potentially low cost of traversal (in terms of number
of bits to decode) and high gains (in terms of reduction of error)
ought to be prioritized. We therefore generalize the container used
for traversal (C in Algorithm 1) from a stack (for DT) or a queue
(for BT) to a priority queue, which allows prioritizing nodes that
are more important for traversal with respect to some error metric
and coding cost. That is, the priority queue allows us to perform
rate-distortion optimization during traversal.

Our framework is agnostic to different metrics; here we use a
heuristic that assigns an importance score to a given node based on
how “densely packed” the node is (in number of particles) and how
many bits are required to decode the node. Concretely, given a node
(B,n) (see Section 2), we define its importance score as

n(d/2)2

log2 (n+1)
, (1)

where d is the length of B along the axis of splitting at the given node.
The denominator captures the cost of decoding the node (B,n), and
the (d/2)2 term captures the (squared) error reduction per-particle
obtained by decoding this node, assuming the extreme case where
all n particles fall into either the left or the right child. Intuitively,
given the same number of nodes, larger nodes (in terms of B) are
traversed first; conversely, given the same bounding box size, denser
nodes are prioritized (because errors are reduced for more particles).
We expect AT with this heuristic to work best (compared to BT)
when the particles are highly nonuniformly distributed and therefore
the importance scores of same-depth nodes are notably different.

Our importance score is simple yet works well in practice to
improve the rate-distortion trade-off over BT for a wide range of
datasets (see Section 5). Regardless, this score is still a heuristic and
thus is not guaranteed to work for all datasets. We also demonstrate
modifications (see Fig. 6) to the importance function by reducing the

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

coarse fine
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

medium

k-d tree (forward Morton)

odd-even tree (backward Morton)

hybrid tree (HZ indexing)

block-hybrid tree

Figure 5: A tree implies an indexing of particles by manipulating Mor-
ton codes. Input and output Morton codes are at the top and bottom,
with arrows indicating directions of the output bits. K-d trees and
odd-even trees use forward and backward Morton codes. Hybrid trees
use HZ indexing [51] where the position of the least significant 1-bit
(underlined) indicates the resolution level. Block-hybrid trees replace
forward Morton codes with HZ indexing for the medium portion.

emphasis on node density (i.e., by removing n from the numerator),
which we have observed to work better for particles representing a
surface. We anticipate that in future work, many more importance
functions can be devised depending on the data and task at hand,
but all should be supported by AT. Although AT improves on BT in
reconstruction quality, it has a similarly high memory footprint in
practice (see Section 5.3). Furthermore, AT works with individual
nodes and not blocks, so it cannot be used as is to efficiently traverse
a block-hybrid tree. In the next section, we generalize AT to block-
adaptive traversal (BAT), which is still data-adaptive but works with
entire blocks instead of individual nodes, and has asymptotically
constant memory footprint similarly to that of DT.

4.2 Block-Adaptive Traversal
For a block-hybrid tree, both the encoder and the decoder completely
traverse the coarse portion (using BT or AT) before starting on the
medium portion. For the medium portion, our decoder ranks blocks
using a global heap, where each element represents a block and each
block’s priority can be dynamically updated. For each block, we
also keep a stack so that decoding of any block (with DT) can be
paused and resumed as needed. BAT happens in multiple iterations;
in each iteration, the block at the top of the heap is traversed for
either a certain number of decoded bytes or a certain number of
particles. At the end of an iteration, the priority of the current
block is updated using a scoring function. We find it nontrivial to
generalize the scoring function designed for AT (Formula 1), since
the front of each block (a single node) contains too little information
to estimate either the reconstruction error or the remaining coding
cost for the entire block. Although it may be possible to estimate
this rate-distortion trade-off by combining the information stored
at all nodes of each stack, a thorough investigation is left for future
work. Instead, we opt for a simpler criterion to rank blocks during
traversal, which works well in practice. Given two partially decoded
blocks, we always prioritize the one at a coarser resolution level.
If two blocks are at the same resolution level, we prioritize the
one with a smaller value of n∗l /nl , where nl is the total number of
particles in the block on level l, and n∗l is the number of those already
visited by the per-block DT. By construction, nodes on the same
resolution level have subgrids with the same strides (i.e., spacing
between neighboring cells). Since the distance between two particles
in the same subgrid is bound by its stride, the stride itself is a good
proxy for the error of the reconstruction. Therefore, forcing the
blocks to refine to the same resolution level (with subgrids of the
same stride) effectively forces approximately the same bound for
reconstruction error everywhere. Once the blocks are at the same
resolution level, the ratio n∗l /nl indicates how much of the given
level has been traversed. Compared to the simple hybrid tree, our
block-hybrid tree thus distributes error more uniformly (see Fig. 8).

Pseudocode for BAT is given in Algorithm 2. B denotes the
current block being traversed, with B.l being the block’s resolu-
tion level, B.n its total number of particles and B.n∗ its number of
visited particles, as described above. In the TRAVERSECOARSE



and TRAVERSEMEDIUM functions, Node denotes the current node
being traversed, with Node.l storing its resolution level and Node.n
its number of particles. It may seem that, to support progressive
decoding of the fine bits, we need to maintain an array of particle
positions per block (B.particles on line 38) that get refined with
each coming bit. However, these extra states are not required if
only medium-phase decoding is needed. To decode the fine bits
for very large datasets, regardless of the approach, special care has
to be taken at the application (not decoder) level regarding how to
work with a large set of output particles with limited memory. Ex-
amples include out-of-core techniques such as streaming, caching,
or memory mapping. For these reasons, we do not consider any data
structures used for storing the output particles as part of the internal
memory footprint for our progressive decoder.

Given a tree of height L, the memory footprint of BAT is con-
trolled by Lc, the height of the coarse k-d tree. Since there are at
most 2Lc−1 blocks and each block contains a stack of size at most
L−Lc, the number of elements in the different containers is bound
by 2Lc−1 (queue) +2Lc−1(L−Lc) (stacks) + 2Lc−1 (heap). In con-
trast, the memory footprint for BT, if used exclusively for the whole
hierarchy, is bound by 2L−1, which is often several orders of magni-
tude larger, since a typical Lc is only half of L. In practice, the Lc
chosen should be large enough so that the error is more uniformly
distributed and that random access is more fine-grained, but also
small enough to not turn BAT into BT and also to not create too
many blocks, which require extra indexing bits for random access.
32 bits are needed to keep track of the number of particles n in
the node, provided Lc is chosen so that each block has at most 232

particles. A node’s grid G and its resolution level l can be deduced
from the path connecting it to the tree’s root, which can be stored
once per block using at most 32 bits. The encoder would also need
to keep track of the range of particles that each node encompasses,
for a total of 64 additional bits per node. As mentioned in Section 3,
we do not explicitly construct the tree in memory, as node values
are simply encoded to and decoded from a bitstream, following a
certain traversal order. Therefore, only the size of the data struc-
tures used for traversal, and not that of the tree itself, count toward
our memory footprint. Nevertheless, the INNERCALLBACK and
LEAFCALLBACK functions can be used to construct the tree itself
in memory, which might serve as an acceleration data structure for
tasks such as ray tracing.

In contrast to any previously discussed traversal order, with BAT,
the encoder and decoder need to follow the same traversal order only
for the coarse portion (i.e., BT or AT for the k-d subtree) and for
each of the blocks (i.e., DT within each hybrid subtree). Otherwise,
the scoring function for ranking blocks can be supplied at decoding
time, and different scoring functions may be used depending on the
task at hand. For example, a renderer may prioritize blocks closer to
the camera; another example is when the user specifically wants to
refine a block because it contains a feature of interest.

5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We evaluate the efficacy of our proposed solutions through various
experiments. Here, we quantify the reduction in data as bits-per-
particle (bpp), measured by dividing the number of bits decoded
by the total number of particles in the original dataset. All datasets
discussed here have 96 bpp when uncompressed; each particle is
originally specified using 32-bit floating point coordinates, which
are then quantized to 32-bit integers prior to experiments. We also
use the notation |C| to refer to the size of container(s) used for
traversal, in terms of number of elements. We use both the standard
peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and rendered images, when ap-
propriate, to assess the quality of partial reconstructions. To generate
an approximation when a traversal stops midway, we output one
(random) particle within a node’s bounding grid (G) for each node
in the traversal front (in container C). Finally, both “BT on k-d tree”

Algorithm 2 Functions for block-adaptive traversal

Require: Heap, Stacks, CoarseStream, BlockStreams, BitsRead,
MaxBits are global variables

1: function TRAVERSEBLOCKADAPTIVE
2: if Heap.EMPTY then . still in coarse phase
3: TRAVERSECOARSE(CoarseStream)
4: end if
5: while BitsRead < MaxBits and not Heap.EMPTY do
6: B← Heap.POP . now traverse block B at Heap’s top
7: S← Stacks[B.Id] . block B’s current stack
8: Bs← BlockStreams[B.Id] . block B’s bitstream
9: if B.n∗ < B.n then . not all particles visited

10: TRAVERSEMEDIUM(B, S, Bs)
11: Heap.PUSH(B)
12: else . all particles in B visited, do fine phase traversal
13: TRAVERSEFINE(B, Bs)
14: if not Bs.EMPTY then
15: Heap.PUSH(B)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end while
19: end function
20:
21: function TRAVERSECOARSE

. This is Algorithm 1 with a queue container, stopping criteria
BitsRead ≥MaxBits, bitstream CoarseStream, and the follow-
ing LEAFCALLBACK

22: B.l← 0; B.n←Node.n; B.n∗←0
23: Heap.PUSH(B) . push leaf block B into Heap
24: S← empty stack; S.PUSH(Node.le f t); S.PUSH(Node.right)
25: Stacks[B.id]← S
26: end function
27:
28: function TRAVERSEMEDIUM(B, S, Bs)

. This is Algorithm 1 with the stack S as container, stopping
criteria BitsRead ≥MaxBits, bitstream Bs, and the following
LEAFCALLBACK

29: B.n∗← B.n∗+1; B.n∗l ← B.n∗l + 1 . a new particle visited
. and the following INNERCALLBACK

30: if Node.l 6= B.l then . reaching a finer resolution level
31: B.l← Node.l; B.nl ← Node.n . update current level
32: B.n∗l ← 0 . reset particle count for current level
33: end if
34: end function
35:
36: function TRAVERSEFINE(B, Bs)

. For simplicity, always read an entire bit plane of B from Bs
37: for each particle P ∈ B.particles do
38: Bit← READONEBIT(Bs)
39: P← REFINE(P, Bit, B)
40: BitsRead← BitsRead + 1
41: end for
42: B.l← B.l +1
43: end function

and “DT on k-d tree” are the baseline DG [13] methods; all other
traversal-tree combinations are contributions of this paper.

5.1 Adaptive Traversal of k-d Trees
AT (with the proposed scoring heuristic, Formula 1) on k-d trees
improves the rate-distortion trade-off over BT on k-d trees for a wide
range of datasets (see Fig. 7, left). We do not include DT in the same
figure since the root-mean-square error for DT is often exceptionally
high due to whole regions missing, rendering L2-norm-based quality
metric such as PSNR less meaningful. Here, PSNR is computed
from the mean-square point-wise distance between every particle
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Figure 6: Reconstruction results for alternative combinations of traversal orders and trees, including the use of an alternative scoring function for
AT to obtain a better reconstruction visually (c), even at a lower PSNR. All reconstructions are at 0.3 bpp. Although not canonical, BT and AT on
hybrid trees are very possible combinations, which may sometimes be preferable than BT on k-d trees, as is perhaps the case here.
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Figure 7: Left: Rate-distortion curves demonstrate that AT outperforms BT. Middle and right: decode time and memory footprints for combinations
of trees and traversal methods, plotted for the detonation-small dataset. DT and BAT achieve constant memory footprint and linearly scaled
decode time in number of bits, whereas AT and BT require orders of magnitude more memory, and also much faster growing decode time.

in the reference and the closest particle in the reconstruction, with
the signal range being the maximum dimension of the bounding box
for the reference particles. Visual demonstration of the differences
between low-bit-rate reconstructions using BT and AT is provided
in Fig. 8 (see the first green-highlighted column pair). We render
at low bit rates the outputs of the various traversal and tree combi-
nations with OSPRay [74]. The bit rates are chosen so that visual
differences among the combinations are most apparent. For the girl
dataset, AT (a3) provides a better covering of space compared to BT
(a2), which follows a strict order on each tree depth level, creating a
visible seam where the resolution changes. The same phenomenon
happens for fissure (comparing b2 and b3). For soldier, although less
noticeable, AT (d3) generates a smoother surface as well. For cosmic
web, AT (f3) captures the points of interest — clusters of particles
(galaxies) — better by favoring densely packed nodes. Overall, by
being more data-adaptive, AT can provide significant improvements
over BT, both visually and quantitatively (in PSNR).
Alternative AT. Our default scoring function for AT (Formula 1)
does not always work well for all datasets. For example, the ren-
dering of the coal dataset (which contains simulated coal particles)
in Fig. 6 contains occlusion because particles on the “surface” are
given more importance. Because of occlusion, however, the majority
of particles in dense tree nodes are hidden from view, but these are
also nodes that our scoring function deems important. To improve
visual quality, we instead use an alternative scoring function, re-
moving n from the numerator, to prevent an overemphasis on dense
nodes. The result is a reconstruction with lower PSNR but improved
visual quality (i.e., more similar to the reference, compare Fig. 6b
and Fig. 6c), indicating that PSNR does not always capture visual
quality. For datasets where the particles are intended to be viewed
as surfaces, our alternative scoring function often produces better
visualizations, because nodes containing surface particles are given
higher priority, even though they tend to be more sparse.

5.2 Traversals of Hybrid and Block-Hybrid Trees
Fig. 8 shows that DT on our hybrid tree is able to recover coarse
reconstructions of the whole space instead of very fine reconstruc-
tions of only parts of the data, as is the case with DT on a k-d tree
(see the second green-highlighted column pair). A specially difficult
case for DT on hybrid tree is molecule, where the distribution is very

sparse (few but precise particles). In such cases, precisely refining a
coarse subset of particles is not useful (see Fig. 8 (c5)). In general,
BAT on block-hybrid tree often improves upon DT on hybrid tree
visually by distributing error more uniformly throughout space. This
observation is most visible when comparing (a5) with (a6), (c5)
with (c6), and (e5) with (e6). Note that in terms of PSNR, BAT on
block-hybrid tree tends to perform worse than BT or AT on k-d trees
and sometimes even DT on hybrid trees. Visually, however, BAT
typically outperforms all other methods (most strikingly in the case
of molecule), often producing a less blocky look on densely sampled
surfaces compared to BT or AT (see girl or soldier). We also note
the case where BAT fails visually (cosmic web) compared to DT
on hybrid tree (see (f5) and (f6)) because when dense regions are
clearly preferred over sparse ones, aiming for uniform refinement (in
terms of gaps between grid cells) is not a good strategy. Finally, we
note that our hybrid and block-hybrid trees can often generate sig-
nificantly fewer particles at the same bit rate compared to BT on k-d
trees (see fissure, dam break, and cosmic web), which should greatly
benefit downstream processing tasks (e.g., rendering) because fewer
particles often means faster speed.

5.3 Speed and Memory Footprint
Fig. 7 (right) shows that DT on any tree and BAT on block-hybrid
tree achieve a constant memory footprint, whereas AT and BT re-
quire orders of magnitude more memory. Compared to DT and
BAT, BT and AT also become slower very quickly. Compared to
BT, our AT requires the same memory footprint and is slower, but
can improve reconstruction quality by a good margin (as discussed
in Section 5.1). The decode time for BAT grows faster than that of
DT (on both k-d and hybrid trees) and its memory footprint is also
higher, while still being asymptotically constant (Fig. 7, middle).
The trade-off is higher reconstruction quality (Fig. 8). Notwith-
standing its lack of features compared to BAT on block-hybrid tree,
perhaps the best trade-off is had with DT on hybrid tree, which
vastly improves reconstruction quality over DT on k-d tree almost
for free. Based on these results, we recommend AT on k-d trees for
small data and BAT on block-hybrid trees for large data, with AT
limited to only the coarse k-d portion at the top.

We also test the scalability of BAT on block-hybrid tree against the
state-of-the-art octree compressor, MPEG [63], using the TMC3 [3]
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(a1) n = 729,133
particles

(a2) 49.78 dB; 0.04s
|C| = 113K, n = 113K

(a3) 60.83 dB; 0.07s
|C| = 126K, n = 126K

(a4) N/A; 0.03s
|C| = 24, n = 217K

(a5) 62.24 dB; 0.03s
|C| = 26, n = 157K

(a6) 63.17 dB; 0.08s
|C| = 450, n = 172K

(c1) n = 742,614
particles

(c2) 52.06 dB; 0.28s
|C| = 725K, n = 725K

(c3) 53.06 dB; 0.69s
|C| = 742K, n = 742K

(c4) N/A; 0.13s
|C| = 24, n = 540K

(c5) 41.56 dB; 0.11s
|C| = 24, n = 550K

(c6) 50.45 dB; 0.30s
|C| =580, n = 504K

(d1) n = 4,001,754
particles

(d2) 60.31 dB; 0.06s
|C| = 149K, n = 149K

(d3) 60.87 dB; 0.12s
|C| = 121K, n = 121K

(d4) N/A; 0.06s
|C| = 34, n = 236K

(d5) 59.96 dB; 0.06s
|C| = 34, n = 168K

(d6)	59.84 dB; 0.18s
|C| = 5.2K, n = 164K

(e1) n = 8,054,368
particles

(e2) 64.80 dB; 1.99s
|C| = 5.6M, n = 5.6M 

(e3) 64.44 dB; 4.42s
|C| = 6.4M, n = 6.4M 

(e4) N/A; 1.03s
|C| = 57, n = 721K

(e5) 54.27 dB; 1.04s
|C| = 57, n = 706K

(e6) 53.94 dB; 2.56s
|C| = 280K, n = 640K

(f1) n = 51,214,252
particles

(f2) 62.22 dB; 4.35s
|C| = 12M, n = 12M

(f3) 63.82 dB; 12.44s
|C| = 13M, n = 13M

(f4) N/A; 2.67s
|C| = 59, n = 2.1M

(f5) 54.62 dB; 2.73s
|C| = 59, n = 1.9M

(f6) 54.37 dB; 7.02s
|C| = 810K, n = 1.6M
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(b1) n = 4,788,858
particles

(b2) 53.21 dB; 0.56s
|C| = 1.8M, n = 1.8M

(b3) 53.08 dB; 0.99s
|C| = 1.4M, n = 1.4M

(b4) N/A; 0.25s
|C| = 30, n = 726K

(b5) 50.41 dB; 0.25s
|C| = 30, n = 726K

(b6) 50.37 dB; 0.75s
|C| = 14K, n = 715K

Figure 8: Visual comparison of the different traversal-tree combinations (columns) discussed in this paper for six datasets (rows). The reduced
datasets are shown at 1.1 bpp (girl), 1.3 bpp (fissure), 4.4 bpp (molecule), 0.4 bpp (soldier ), 3.1 bpp (dam break ), and 1.3 bpp (cosmic web).
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Figure 9: Our block-based encoder is almost 5× to 7× less expensive
than MPEG’s [63] and the costs also grow at much slower rates.

reference implementation. We encode eight datasets in increasing
numbers of particles (the largest one has about 400 M particles)
and record the encoding time and memory usage of both methods.
Fig. 9 shows that our block-based encoder is several times faster than
MPEG’s encoder and, at the same time, uses an order of magnitude
less memory for the larger datasets. Furthermore, our method’s
time requirement and memory footprint grow at much slower rates.
For decoding, a fair comparison is difficult to obtain since MPEG
decodes and outputs one block at a time, whereas we maintain all the
states necessary for simultaneous progressive decoding of all blocks
(important for cross-block bit allocation). Nevertheless, MPEG
crashes while decoding the largest dataset here.

5.4 Lossless Compression Ratio
For completeness, we compare lossless compression ratios among
four methods: DG [13], our block-hybrid tree, MPEG [63], and
LASZip [29] for several datasets in Table 1. For lossless compres-
sion of point clouds, LASZip is an industry standard, and MPEG
represents the state-of-the-art in compression ratio. Table 1 shows
that our block-based tree achieves practically the same lossless com-
pression ratios against that of DG (with differences of at most 5%),
which means our use of the odd-even splits does not degrade com-
pression significantly. Note that while being comparable with DG
in lossless compression ratio – which matters most for storage –
our method achieves much better data quality for lossy reconstruc-
tion with better overall memory-quality trade-offs (e.g., as shown
in Fig. 8). Both DG and our method compress significantly better
than LASZip in most cases, and MPEG compresses the best with its
sophisticated context modeling, although for many cases its com-
pression ratio is no better than ours. Three datasets deserve further
comments: soldier, detonation-small, and random-80. Unlike the
other high-precision scientific datasets, soldier is a densely sampled
scanned surface, a case that MPEG is specifically designed for, so it
unsurprisingly performs well here. detonation contains highly regu-
lar, repeating particle arrangements (see Fig. 1), which MPEG and
LASZip (to a lesser extent) take advantage of, while ours and DG’s
do not. However, with further dictionary compression applied on top
of our compressed bitstream, our compression ratio increases from
3.13 to 10.3, which is the same as that of LASZip’s. Finally, random-
80 is a synthetically generated dataset where 80% of the grid cells
contain particles. Since our grid-based approach scales gracefully
from sparse to dense data by switching to coding empty cells when
there are relatively more particles (see Section 3.1), it compresses
twice better than DG’s and four times better than LASZip, whereas
MPEG simply crashes. Most particle datasets in practice are sparse
relative to the grid size, but future data will likely become denser as
more particles are captured and simulated.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented novel tree construction and traversal techniques
that achieve a better balance between data quality and resource

datasets # particles DG Ours MPEG LASZip

crystal [49] 16,384 2.10 2.08 2.44 1.56
molecule [75] 742,614 2.19 2.18 2.18 1.64
salt [5] 1,832,808 2.36 2.36 2.33 1.51
fissure [75] 4,788,858 2.54 2.54 3.50 2.13
*soldier [36] 4,001,754 13.70 13.40 21.00 5.56
san miguel [46] 3,693,102 3.36 3.20 3.46 2.02
dam break [67] 8,054,368 2.71 2.69 2.69 1.85
coal [48] 27,693,140 3.45 3.42 3.36 2.20
cosmic web [75] 51,214,252 3.17 3.12 3.06 1.72
*detonation-small [7] 180,426,240 3.08 3.13 24.20 10.30
*random-80 1,678,152 42.70 95.50 CRASHED 27.40

Table 1: Comparison of lossless compression ratios across four com-
pression methods for the several datasets used in our experiments.
We give further comments in the text for the datasets marked with *.

requirements compared to other state-of-the-art particle compres-
sors. Our adaptive traversal approach improves over the static
breadth-first traversal with respect to a user-defined error heuris-
tic. Compared to k-d trees, our hybrid trees enable high-quality
depth-first traversal. The block-hybrid tree allows not only indepen-
dent, low-footprint encoding and decoding of blocks, but also higher
reconstruction quality compared to all other approaches. Our block-
adaptive traversal approach allows flexible, error-guided reconstruc-
tions at decoding time independent of how data is compressed. All
of our proposed techniques benefit equally the encoder and decoder.
Working together, our contributions amount to a highly flexible and
scalable particle compression system, which compares favorably to
the state-of-the-art MPEG standard in memory and speed, both in
absolute terms and in rates of growth.

Our method uses the same low-level node encoding scheme as
DG’s [13] and does not take advantage of global redundancy. It
therefore does not improve lossless compression ratios. To realize
the odd-even splitting scheme, we need to quantize particle positions
to avoid inaccuracy caused by floating-point operations, but there
may exists techniques that maintain accuracy without quantization.
We also do not tackle compression of attributes other than posi-
tions, although odd-even splitting – being based on the lazy wavelet
transform – might suggest a wavelet-based compression scheme
for attributes. We see opportunities for more in-depth studies of
the trade-offs between odd-even and k-d splits, as well as between
various possible combinations of tree and traversal types. The idea
of odd-even splits may be generalized to octrees, although perhaps
with different trade-offs. In this paper, we assume particles are de-
compressed into an output buffer to be consumed by downstream
visualization or analysis tasks. However, our inherent tree structures
can also be used to accelerate certain tasks such as nearest-neighbor
queries, occlusion culling, or empty-space skipping in rendering.
There, it remains to be seen how our odd-even splitting mecha-
nism affects such application-level concerns, and more generally,
to what extent our hybrid and block-hybrid trees can be used for
noncompression purposes. Finally, it is also important to study task-
oriented error metrics/heuristics and their utility to drive either tree
construction, tree traversal, or both.
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